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DLD 320 Digital knife label cutter

Plotter Knife Cutter Slitter rewinder finisher 

Engineered with smooth operation, quick set up and user-friendly 
operation system. This machine is equipped with 2 Plotter Knife cutting 
heads, but it also has a standard optional 4 head cutter station. 
The benefit of the 4-cutter head option system is a game changer, 
increasing the speed up to 50% when die cutting.

Automatic via user HMI Cutting in a Reel to Reel format. Engineered with 
smooth operation, quick set up, user friendly operation. Equipped with 2 
Plotter Knife cutting heads – standard Optional 4 head cutter station. The 
4-cutter head option system is a game changer, increasing the speed up 
to 50% when die cutting. The machine is able to Plot Cut accurately within 
microns, matrix waste removal, slit, count and finish off labels on a 76mm 
reel. The machine is equipped with a slitting reel to reel function when 
needing to use the machine as a slitter rewinder.
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Specifications

DLD 320 Digital knife label cutter

- Unwind electronic tension control
- Unwind 76mm core chuck air expandable unit
- Electronic eye sensor web guide system
- Unwind laminate station with the function of lateral adjuster
- 2 head cutting system (optional 4 head available)
- Matrix rewinder station (waste rewinder 5 X slitter Razor assembly (optional up to 8 knife and 
  holder) 76mm Core chuck air expandable unit
- Maximum cutting speed 6m/m
- User Touch panel
- Vacuum air bed for accurate cutting
- User friendly navigation software

The machine can plot cut accurately within microns, matrix waste removal, slit, count and finish off 
labels on a 76mm reel, making the entire finishing tasks easier and complete. It is also equipped with a 
slitting reel to reel function when needing to use the machine as a slitter rewinder. The unwind reel is air 
expandable and suitable for core chuck up to 76mm diameter. This characteristic means that once the 
unwind mechanical clutch it is set no extra adjustments are required.

Machine can be operated using the electronic web guide of the touch screen panel. electronic read out. 
Screen can control different settings, tasks and speed. To achieve a higher level of accuracy this 
machine operates with a vacuum cutting bed, holding the media down when cutting. To finalize the job, 
the slitting station razor system can be easily set up – up to 5 knives – and work simultaneously with 
the machine matrix waste rewinder mechanical clutch control. Once it is set from factory no need to 
adjust.
The dual shaft rewinder station top and bottom supports up to 76mm core diameter, but there are some 
interchangeable optional reels of 25.4 mm, 38 mm, 40 mm and 50 mm diameters.


